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Bryce Lewis-Smith.

Special thanks to the wonderful

photographers who contributed to this guide!

Be sure to follow them on their platforms.

Photographers*:

Roberto Gabriel, @roberto.p.photography**

Krystle Hickman, @beesip  
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*Photographers are credited throughout the guide. Photos

without credit are open source or from Arlington Garden
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When you open the link, you can Log In or

Sign Up, then click the Join button.

The City Nature Challenge is an annual

competition between cities around the world

that helps us better understand urban

biodiversity through documenting nature in

our community. This year, the Los Angeles

team is led by LA Nature For All.

You can participate in the City Nature

Challenge by being a community scientist  and

using the iNaturalist app to observe local

wildlife from April 30-May 3! Arlington Garden

is a great place to encounter urban wildlife, so

we created this guide to help you identify all

your observations.

Join the Team Nature For All iNaturalist

project so all your observations go towards

their final score. Use this link to sign up!

About

https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/city-nature-challenge-2021-los-angeles-county


Invertebrates such as insects, worms, and

spiders are an exciting and critical part of

maintaining biodiverse ecosystems, and they

provide many unique benefits to our garden.

Though at times they may seem like pests,

their benefits can include pollination, natural

pest control for unwanted insects, providing

food sources for other species in the garden,

and much more! 

At Arlington Garden, our regenerative

gardening practices, such as avoiding

unnecessary weeding, go hand in hand with

creating habitat for beneficial insects. By

allowing some weeds to grow in the garden,

we are able to increase the nutrients available

in our soil, limit the disruption of established

root systems, and provide important food and

shelter resources for insects and other

wildlife in the garden!

Knowing this fact may serve as a helpful tip as

you search for insects throughout the garden!

Invertebrates



Monarch Butterfly,
Danaus plexippus

Description: Orange wings with
black vein-like markings, a black
border, and white spots along the
edges.

Facts: Its host plant is milkweed,
a highly toxic plant that they have
developed a resistance to. This
makes the monarch toxic to its
predators.

If you want to support Monarch
Butterflies, you can plant native
milkweed, like Narrlowleaf
Milkweed—not Tropical Milkweed!
Tropical Milkweed may increase
transmission of the parasite OE,
which is fatal to offspring.

Status: Native, pollinator

Gulf Fritillary,
Danaus plexippus

Description: Similar coloring to
the Monarch, but smaller. The
underside of its wing is brown
with white spots.

Facts: This butterfly mimics the
coloring of the Monarch in order
to trick predators into believing
it is toxic.

Status: Native, pollinator

Common Buckeye,
Junonia coenia

Description: Medium-sized
brown butterfly decorated with
orange/ tan markings and
several large black eyespots.

Facts: Eyespots are markings
that trick predators into thinking
butterflies have eyes on their
wings. This can intimidate
predators, or distract them from
damaging the butterfly's vital
organs in an attack.Status: Native, pollinator



Cloudless Sulfur Butterfly,
Phoebis sennae

Description: Solid bright yellow
butterfly. Wings of the females
have a delicate black border and
dark spot at the center.

Facts: Its scientific name is
derived from the genus of its
favorite host plants, Senna, a
member of the pea family which
typically has yellow flowers.

Status: Native, pollinator

Painted Lady,
Vanessa cardui

Status: Native, pollinator

Funereal Duskywing,
Erynnis funeralis

Status: Native, pollinator

Description: A bright orange
butterfly with black and white
dots along the edges of its
wings. The underside coloring is
light brown, gray, and spotted.

Facts: The eggs of painted
ladies are pale green in color. A
popular host plant for the
butterfly is Apricot Mallow,
which is common throughout
the garden.

Description: Black/brown in
color with pale patches and a
white fringe along outer edge.

Facts: The Funereal Duskywing
is a fast flyer which makes it
difficult to spot. You can often
find them near the the Black
Sage in our native wildflower
area because they are attracted
to its flowers.



Gray Hairstreak,
Strymon melinus

Status: Native, pollinator

Description: Small butterfly
that is ash-gray in color with
white, black, and orange spots
on the edge of the lower wings.

Facts: Hairstreaks are fast
flyers and they love buckwheat
plants! You can also find
hairstreaks that are blue/purple
or even green in color.

Green Lacewing,
Chrysoperla carnea

Description: Long green body,
golden eyes, and wings with
lace-like veins. An adult is
around 0.75” in length.

Facts: Green lacewings are a
common beneficial insect
known for feeding on aphids
and other soft-bodied insects
like mealybugs, leafhoppers,
and mites. They are commonly
found near their food source—
aphid colonies!

Western Tiger Swallowtail,
Papilio rutulus

Status: Native, pollinator

Description: Bright yellow
butterfly with black strips and a
black border.

Facts: This butterfly got its
name from the tails at the lower
tips of its hindwings, which
resemble a swallow's long tail
feathers.

Status: Native
Photo by Lila May Higgins, @colilaoptera

Photo by Jensen Talmo

https://www.instagram.com/colilaoptera/


Description: Small orange/red
insect with black patterns on its
long, pointed body.

Facts: Milkweed Bugs feed on
milkweed seeds, making them
toxic to most predators. They
also feed on potentially harmful
insects and can often be found
on Narrowleaf Milkweed plants.

Yellow-faced bumblebee,
Bombus vosnesenskii

Description: Fuzzy bumblebee
that is mostly black, except for
its yellow face and a single
yellow stripe on its lower
abdomen. 

Facts: They are well adapted to
living in urban environments
because of their ability to feed
on a wide variety of flowers.
This makes them common
visitors to local gardens!

White-banded Crab Spider,
Misumenoides formosipes

Status: Native

Description: Small white spider
with legs extended outward in a
way that resembles a crab.
Females are larger than males.

Facts: These spiders, especially
females, can camouflage from
white to yellow depending on
what color flower they are on.
This helps them hide as they
wait to seize their prey with
their strong legs.

Large Milkweed Bug,
Oncopeltus fasciatus

Status: Native

Status: Native, pollinator

Photo by Krystle Hickman
@beesip



California Carpenter Bee,
Xylocopa californica

Description: Large black bee
with beautiful iridescent colors
on wings and body. Also known
as Western Carpenter Bee.

Facts: They use the vibrations
of their powerful buzzing sound
to shake dry pollen out of the
flowers they land on. This is
called buzz pollination!Status: Native, pollinator

Black-tailed Bumblebee,
Bombus melanopygus

Status: Native, pollinator

Sweat Bee,
Agapostemon texanus

Status: Native, pollinator

Description: Medium sized
bumblebee with yellow stripes
and a black tail.

Facts: Some populations of
these bees have a distinctive
orange coloring on their lower
end, or an "orange rump." The
bee pictured here does not have
this, but rather is carrying pollen
it has collected from flowers.

Description: Small-medium
sized bee with unique metallic
teal coloring, especially on
females. Their size helps them
pollinate native plants with
flowers that are too small for
larger bees.

Facts: Sweat bees nest in the
ground by building vertical
tunnels that lead to their egg
chambers. You can create
habitat for them  by leaving
sections of bare soil in sunny
areas for them to nest in.

Photo by Krystle Hickman,
@beesip

Photo by Krystle Hickman,
@beesip

Photo by Krystle Hickman,
@beesip



Lizards! Not only are they fun to chase,

but they are also a great tool for

controlling unwanted insects and spiders

in the garden. On the other hand, they

also serve as a food source for larger

birds, such as hawks.

We have plenty of lizards in the garden

because they love to live in areas that are

left “wild” with old plants and debris,

which we intentionally leave to increase

habitat value. Many lizards are able to

drop and regrow their tails in order to

escape from a predator in emergency

situations. So if you look carefully, you

may spot a lizard missing its tail, or you

may even find the tail by itself!

Lizards



Lizards

Western Fence Lizard,
Sceloporus occidentalis

Description: Gray-tan lizard
with darker blotches along its
back. Adults have a “blue belly”
and throat which are brighter
on males, especially during
mating season.

Facts: They can often be seen
doing push-ups as a mating
display to attract a partner, or
as a territorial display to
intimidate potential challengers.
You can find them sunbathing
on rocks and warm paths.

Status: Native
Photo by Krystle Hickman,
@beesip

Southern Alligator Lizard,
Sceloporus occidentalis

Status: Native

Description: Brown lizard with
black spots, short limbs, and a
tail twice as long as its body.
Eyes are a lighter color than
the fence lizard.

Facts: When Alligator lizards
are mating, the male will bite
the neck of its partner in a
mating hold that can last for
over 2 days! Some scientists
believe that they do this to
prevent other potential mates
from approaching their
partner. Helpful tip— in dry
climates, they can be found in
moist areas or near streams.



At Arlington, we have many types of birds—

many of which are native or migratory

species. The garden is so filled with the

sounds of chirping and singing, that at

times you may completely forget about the

soft background noise of the bustling

streets that surround you.

There is a lot to learn about birds just by

observing their appearance! For instance,

seed-eating birds will often have a stubby

beak for cracking seeds, while insect eaters

tend to have beaks like tiny tweezers.

Other birds have large, curved beaks to

help them rip meat off of prey. Some birds,

like hummingbirds, may even have a long,

straw like bill which they use for pollination

and drawing nectar.

As you walk through the garden, even if

you can't get a picture, try to count all the

different bird species you see!

Birds



Description: "Blue jay" with a
round, crestless head, white
throat, and gray/tan underparts.

Facts: Very common bird found in
chaparral and oak woodland
habitats, which are native
ecosystems of the Los Angeles
Basin. Look closely to spot them
burying acorns like a squirrel! This
helps them collect food
resources and contributes to
maintaining oak tree populations.

California Scrub Jay,
Aphelocoma californica

Status: Native

Description: Small songbirds
with plump bodies, large heads,
and squared tails. Their coloring
is a sooty-black, except for their
white underbellies.

Facts: Phoebes are flycatcher
birds, so they are often found
perching on low branches to
scan the area for insects to eat!

Black Phoebe,
Sayornis nigricans

Status: Native
Photo by Roberto Gabriel,
@roberto.p.photography

Description: Tiny, plump birds
with brown and gray coloring.
They have a large head, stubby
bill, and long tail.

Facts: Bushtits travel in
chittering flocks that move
quickly through low branches and
vegetation. They are beneficial to
gardens because they eat
unwanted insects, such as aphids,
scale, and leafhoppers.

Bushtit,
Psaltriparus minimus

Status: Native
Photo by VJAnderson



Description: Small, bright yellow
bird with a black cap, dull green
back, and white patches on their
wings. Their coloring varies
regionally, so some have a solid
black backside.

Facts: They are seed eating birds
that gather in large groups of up
to several hundred at a time!
They find food resources in
plants that are often considered
weeds— such as sow thistle—
which is an example of why we
avoid unnecessary weeding at
Arlington Garden.

Lesser Goldfinch,
Spinus psaltria

Status: Native

Description: Small-medium
sized bird with a muted brown
body, white underbelly, and a
white-spotted black tail. It also
has a white stripe over its eyes.

Facts: The Bewick's Wren is very
nimble and can even hang upside  
down from a branch while it is
gleaning for insects, berries, and
seeds to eat.

Bewick's Wren,
Thryomanes bewickii

Status: Native

Description: Medium-sized bird
with a black upper body/tail,
white belly, and burnt orange
sides. Its wings and back have
white spots.

Facts: When foraging for food,
towhees will rustle in leaf litter
and undergrowth by hopping
backward and scratching with
both feet at the same time– the
classic towhee "double scratch."
They eat seeds, insects, and
berries.

Spotted Towhee,
Pipilo maculatus

Status: Native
Photo by Roberto Gabriel,
@roberto.p.photography



Description: Medium-sized bird
with a black pointed crest,
brown body, and white cheeks. It
also has red spots under its eyes
and tail.

Facts: This bird was introduced
to the Los Angeles region in the
19060s. It often competes with
native and migratory birds for
food resources, including seeds
and berries like toyon berries.

Red-whiskered Bulbul,
Pycnonotus jocosus

Status: Introduced

Description: Large sparrow with
a gray body, small bill, and long
tail. Their black head is peaked
and has white stripes.

Facts: Migratory bird that is
seen in cooler months, ranging
from September to April. If
you'd like to increase habitat for
them in your yard, you can make
a pile of brush, old plants, and
other organic matter for them
to forage in!

White-crowned Sparrow,
Zonotrichia leucophrys

Status: Native

Description: Solid matte brown
bird, except for patch of rust
coloring under its tail.

Facts: This towhee also uses the
classic "double scratch" method,
but it tends to glean seeds from  
more exposed areas with less
leaf litter.

California Towhee,
Melozone crissalis

Status: Native



Description: Stocky
hummingbird with iridescent
green body and rose-pink throat
and crown, especially on males.

Facts: One of the most common
hummingbirds along the Pacific
Coast. In their mating display,
males will hover up to 130 feet
above ground and swiftly swoop
down to impress a potential
partner.

Anna's Hummingbird,
Aphelocoma californica

Status: Native, Pollinator

Description: Small hummingbird
with a beautiful iridescent
throat. Males have orange
bodies, while females have
lighter bodies with hints of rust
and patches of green. 

Facts: If you spot a perched
adult male, watch carefully as its
throat flashes between bright
reds, green, and jet black.

Rufous Hummingbird,
Zonotrichia albicollis

Status: Native, Pollinator

Description: Small green-
backed hummingbird. Males
have a black head with a strip of
iridescent purple, while females
have lighter underparts and
metallic green sides.

Facts: Females tend to be larger
than males, which is common for
many hummingbirds.

Black-chinned Hummingbird,
Oncopeltus fasciatus

Status: Native, Pollinator

Photo by Roberto Gabriel,
@roberto.p.photography

Photo by Roberto Gabriel,
@roberto.p.photography



Description: Large, dark brown
hawk with a red tail and white
undersides. Their tail is wide and
short.

Facts: One of the most common
hawks in North America, and
they are also one of the largest.
This makes them great at
catching mammals such as
rabbits, rats, and even squirrels.
They will also eat reptiles,
amphibians, and other birds.

Red-tailed Hawk,
Buteo jamaicensis

Status: Native

Description: Medium-sized hawk
with black and white wings and
red/brown underparts. It has a
slim body and long tail.

Facts: They like to perch in tall
trees while searching for lizards
and small mammals to feed on.
When they are hunting, they
swoop down and cover prey with
their wings until they can safely
fly to branch and eat. Here at
Arlington, we have our very own
"resident" Red-shouldered
Hawk!

Red-shouldered Hawk,
Buteo lineatus

Status: Native
Photo by Roberto Gabriel,
@roberto.p.photography

Photo by Roberto Gabriel,
@roberto.p.photography



Summary
We hope you enjoy this wildlife guide and that it is

helpful as you make observations for the 2021 City

Nature Challenge! If you make any observations

you are especially excited about, feel free to post

them on Instagram and tag us

(@arlingtonpasadena). Or you could even message

us to ask for assistance with identification! 

 

Don't forgot to join the Team Nature For All

iNaturalist project so all your observations go

towards their final score! (Use this link to sign up)

 

When you open the link, click Log In or Sign Up,

then click the Join button. Thank you for your hard

work as a community scientist!

 

https://www.instagram.com/arlingtonpasadena/
https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/city-nature-challenge-2021-los-angeles-county
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